For glass and fragile surfaces
Glass

Cleaner

is

an

innovative

formula

specifically intended for cleaning glass and other

COMPLIES WITH BOEING D6-7127 REV P

fragile surfaces. The product provides efficient cleaning
while dissolving greases and stains (anti-static action).
Fast drying with no residue. Based on nature-sourced
ingredients,

REEFLECT®

“non-classified”
n°1272/2008.

under

Glass

European

Cleaner
CLP

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

is

- Non-flammable

Regulation

- pH : 9.1 +/- 1
- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)
- Efficient cleaning for all glass and fragile surfaces
- Fast drying phase with no residue
- Dissolves greases and stains (anti-static action)
- Suitable for surfaces in contact with food (cf.MSDS)
- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU
- P/N: RAG201503
APPLICATION AREAS
Reeflect Glass Cleaner can be used on the following surfaces:
- Glass

- Mirrors

- Screens

- Windows - Fragile surfaces - Lacquered /Acrylic surfaces
APPLICATION METHODS
Using our RTU Spray/Foam option:
Spray directly onto surfaces to be cleaned
- For vertical* & horizontal surfaces, use a cotton cloth and
wipe the surface
- In case of greasy stains, wipe in circular motion with a
microfiber cloth
- No need to rinse, except if the surface is to be in contact
with foodstuff
*A squeegee may be used for vertical surfaces.

“Reeflect and Salveco Laboratory, plant-based chemistry expert, dedicated to aerospace” For professional use only.

REEFLECT GLASS
CLEANER (RTU)

Clean the squeegee in between swipes.
SECURITY
- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
- No R-phrase
- No Threshold Limit Value
- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling
and Packaging» Regulation n°1272/2008

HEAD OFFICE
Adma 480
Main Street Road
Adma - Lebanon
Phone: +961 7 653 5999

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using
PACKAGING
500ml (RTU Spray)
5 L, 20 L, 210 L, 1000 L (RTU Drums)
STORAGE
- Store inside the original packaging
- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

SALES OFFICE
Dubai Airport Freezone
Bldg. 4WB, Office 749
PO Box 371323
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Phone: +971 4 390 3170
Fax: +971 4 390 3193

